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Abstract:
Solar arrays provide clean power, but the 

amount depends significantly on available 

sunlight. To achieve sufficient power, 

mechanical tracking or maximum power point 

tracking (MPPT) methods are implemented. 

While mechanical tracking physically moves 

the panels, MPPT alters electrical parameters. 

Each method has benefits and drawbacks. To 

reduce the drawbacks of these individual 

methods, this project includes a solar array in 

parallel alignment using both mechanical 

tracking and MPPT to charge two batteries.

Project Specifications:
• Two 10 W solar panels with nominal voltage 

of 17 V and nominal current of 0.58 A

• Dual-axis system equipped with 

photoresistors, linear actuator, and DC 

motor for performing mechanical tracking 

with an Arduino

• Two DC-DC buck converters to step down 

panel voltage and perform MPPT with an 

Arduino

• Two 6 V lead-acid batteries to power dual-

axis system and be recharged by the solar 

array

Dual-Axis System:
• Frame and base attached through a bearing and 

bearing mount for disconnection and transport

• Six inches of space where the frame connects to 

the base pole for preventing wire interference

• LDR housing created from drywall anchors to 

avoid saturation of sunlight

DC-DC Buck Converter:
• Operates in constant current mode

• Limits voltage ripple to 50 mV and produces no 

overshoot

• Uses an N-Channel MOSFET for a control switch 

and a P-Channel MOSTFET for a power switch

Experimental Results:

Conclusion:
The fabricated solar array successfully moves 

its panels vertically and horizontally. With 

attached buck converters, the array also 

locates the maximum power point of each 

panel. The system performs as expected but 

includes drawbacks in precision. The DC motor 

and current sensors do not perform with the 

highest possible level of precision. These 

drawbacks may be improved by replacing the 

DC motor with a stepper motor and modifying 

the sensors for improved sensitivity.


